Introduction
Ultracold atoms in optical traps are increasingly being used as tools for the experimental study of many-body quantum systems important in other areas of physics [1] [2] [3] . Such experiments, often called "quantum emulation" or "quantum simulation," are made possible by the exquisite level of quantum control that can be exerted over cold-atom Hamiltonians. A major emerging area of interest in this field is the direct experimental investigation of non-equilibrium dynamics in tunable quantum systems [4] [5] [6] [7] . Although much has already been done in this area, unexplored frontiers remain. In this article we define and discuss a part of this new frontier of quantum simulation experiments: the study of extreme nonequilibrium phenomena.
Since many if not most cold atom experiments have some non-equilibrium component, it is worth specifically defining the scope of this work. In the context of quantum emulation of condensed-matter physics, what we mean by an "extreme" non-equilibrium phenomenon is one which is difficult or impossible to realize in the solid state, for practical or fundamental reasons. Several new directions along these lines are possible. For concreteness, we will focus on three such new directions for extreme non-equilibrium quantum emulation:
1. Quantum emulation of ultrafast processes. 2. Phasonic spectroscopy in tunable quasicrystals. 3 . Floquet matter in strongly-driven lattices.
Each of these directions concerns extreme non-equilibrium phenomena in the sense that cold atom quantum emulation techniques can move beyond what is possible in condensed-matter experiments. In the sections below we define and discuss these new directions and present the results of initial calculations elucidating the advances that are within the reach of current experimental technology.
Quantum emulation of ultrafast atom-light interactions
The first experimental direction we discuss is the use of trapped atoms to understand how electrons in atoms and solids respond to ultrafast strong electric fields. Following earlier proposals [4, 5] , we examine the possibility of quantitatively measuring the strong-field impulse response of artificial atoms and solids with variable pulse parameters, interactions, and lattice geometry, to advance understanding of the behavior of matter in pulsed-laser fields. Such cold-atom quantum emulation of strong-field solid-state phenomena would probe some of the fastest processes in atomic physics using some of the slowest. This approach, which is complementary to existing experimental techniques, has the potential to address important open questions in strong-field physics and to investigate unexplored regimes of ultrafast-equivalent dynamics. In this section, we will begin by motivating the proposed approach, proceed to a specific discussion of experimentally feasible ultrafast quantum emulation, and then present and discuss numerical models of simple initial experiments.
Scientific motivation: ultrafast phenomena
Revolutionary scientific and technological advances in ultrafast lasers have made strong-field ultrafast physics a vibrant and growing area of research [8, 9] . Some exciting prospects include real-time imaging of valence electron motion, sub-optical-cycle control of solid-state conductivity, petahertz information processing, imaging of charge transfer in biomolecules, and production of FloquetBloch states of matter. However, especially in the solid state, our theoretical understanding of non-equilibrium strong-field physics is limited. Important open questions include the precise mechanism and timing of tunneling ionization, the effects of interactions and correlation, and the nature of the quantum-classical crossover. Accurate numerical treatments are infeasible even for moderatesized single atoms, let alone solids. Simplified models of ultrafast dynamics are widely used ( [10] , e.g.), but their range of applicability is unknown and validation is difficult. In addition to these theoretical challenges, physical limitations of pulsed laser experiments (on time resolution, pulse shape, maximum field intensity, net applied force, and readout) restrict the experimental investigation of some of the most exciting prospects in ultrafast physics: many processes occurring inside atoms and solids are still too fast for us to see or control. Many of these limitations can be addressed or circumvented by the complementary technique of cold atom quantum emulation.
Quantum emulation experiments often rely on the analogy between neutral atoms in optical lattices and electrons in crystals. Although these two systems have vastly different energy densities, they can in many cases be described by equivalent Hamiltonians, which give rise to equivalent physics. This analogy has been fruitfully used to explore equilibrium solid-state phenomena from Mott insulators to antiferromagnets [11, 12, e.g.] , and dynamical phenomena from quantum quenches to dynamical suppression of tunneling to integrability [13-16, e.g.] . In the non-equilibrium context, the difference in energy scales leads to a rescaling of time: the processes underlying ultrafast phenomena like tunnel ionization occur over milliseconds rather than attoseconds, and are thus in a sense observable in ultra-slow-motion [4] . This greatly simplifies experimental access to the dynamics. It is worth noting that the low energy density of cold atom experiments also enables freezing out of all internal degrees of freedom of the constituent atoms: preparation of an atomic sample in a single hyperfine state (or two, to model spin-1/2 particles) is a standard technique. This level of quantum control of internal states is what allows for the emulation of a relatively structureless electron by a much-more-complex quantum object such as an alkali or alkaline-earth atom.
Despite the large temporal magnification factor and the ease of applying arbitrary driving fields to cold atoms with optical or magnetic field gradients, very little of the growing body of quantum emulation research has directly addressed ultrafast phenomena in atoms and solids. Earlier work on accelerated optical lattices (e.g. [17, 18] ) can be understood as pioneering this approach. A few trailblazing theoretical proposals have suggested the use of cold atoms to simulate gas-phase attosecond dynamics [4] and multiphoton resonances in solids [5] , and very recent experimental work has demonstrated the use of cold atoms to study femtosecond dynamics in an artificial benzene molecule [6] .
A general diagram of an experiment implementing quantum emulation of ultrafast phenomena in a lattice appears in Fig. 1 . Cold trapped atoms moving and interacting in an optical lattice are often approximately modeled with a modified Bose-Hubbard Hamiltonian:
Here J is the tunneling matrix element, U is the onsite atom-atom interaction energy, µ i is the site-dependent chemical potential resulting from the trap,â andâ † are ladder operators, and 〈i j 〉 represents the sum over all nearest-neighbor pairs. This model, representing a "tunable artificial solid," supports rich physics including a well-studied quantum phase transition between superfluid and Mott insulator [11] . Generalizations of this model, including to the case of multiple bands, Fermi statistics, or long-range or spin-dependent interactions, are experimentally possible. External forces take the form of a space-and time-dependent chemical potential µ i (t ); these are the forces used to perform quantum emulation of ultrafast processes. While optical lattices enable access to complex and potentially useful ultrafast solid-state dynamics [5] , many ultrafast experiments use individual atoms in the gas phase rather than solid materials. Quantum emulation of singleatom phenomena can be done using a tight optical dipole trap, which plays the role of the Coulomb potential of the atomic nucleus [4] . In this context, the relevant Hamilto- Figure 1 General diagram of an experiment performing quantum emulation of ultrafast phenomena. An initial state (e.g. a two-component Mott insulator) is prepared using standard techniques. This system is then subjected to a strong pulsed or continuous drive, using optical or magnetic forces. Subsequent evolution under the original Hamiltonian is followed by readout using absorptive, dispersive, or diffractive imaging.
nian is
where p i and r i are the position and momentum of the i th atom, V trap is the trapping potential which emulates the Coulombic nuclear potential, H int describes atom-atom interactions, and V applied is the time-dependent applied potential which emulates the effect of the electric field of an ultrafast laser. We emphasize that the goal of ultrafast quantum emulation experiments is not exclusively the preparation of systems with eigenstates and response functions mapping exactly to those of a particular atom, molecule, or solid (though interesting experiments along these lines are already being pursued, for example in the work on artifical benzene presented in Ref. [6] ). A goal of equal or even greater importance is to advance our understanding of general phenomena which are relevant to a broad range of far-from-equilibrium quantum systems. We mention several examples of such general phenomena in the next subsection. Especially with this goal in mind, the coldatom context offers advantages complementary to those of ultrafast experiments.
Two main features of such quantum emulation experiments will allow them to explore new regimes of extreme non-equilibrium matter. The first unique feature is the ten-trillion-fold temporal magnification factor resulting from operation in the ultra-low-energy regime. The second feature, enabled by the well-stocked toolbox of ultracold atomic physics, is near-complete spatiotemporal control of the energy landscape. Together, these features may enable a new approach to studies of ultrafast solidstate dynamics. The ability to study dynamics on ultrafastequivalent timescales has the potential to facilitate fully quantum-mechanical emulation of light-matter interactions in regimes well beyond the limits of existing theories and experiments.
Ultrafast quantum emulation experiments
The first step in an ultrafast quantum emulation experiment is state preparation, in which well-understood cold atom techniques create an initial state of interest, such as a superfluid or Mott insulator, or simply macroscopic occupation of the ground state of a single trap. The atoms in this state serve as quantum-mechanical models of bound electrons. The next step is illumination, in which strong pulsed or continuous drive fields are applied to the sample. These fields serve to emulate the electric field of a pulsed laser. They can either be the result of magnetic field gradients or optical field gradients, and can be strongly spin-dependent. Pump-probe pulse architectures are also straightforwardly implemented, thanks to the easily accessible experimental timescales. In the next step, the fields are turned off and the system is allowed to evolve under its original Hamiltonian. Finally (possibly after an additional probe pulse), the state is read out. The cold atom context enables a set of readout techniques distinct from those possible in solid-state experiments: methods like time-offlight momentum-space imaging, bandmapping, optical Bragg diffraction, and tomography allow precise projection and measurement of sample parameters at any time during or after a pulse. This opens a path towards quantum emulation of a holy grail of ultrafast science: fully general attosecond-pulse attosecond-probe spectroscopy of complex correlated systems.
The first and simplest measurements such emulators will enable are studies of strong-field tunnel ionization. In these experiments, bandmapping or simple time-of-flight imaging will be used to determine "ionization yield" (unbinding of atoms from the optical potential) as a function of the parameters of a few-cycle pulse. Even in the gas phase this cannot be considered a solved problem: the dynamics underlying ultrafast impulse response cannot be modeled exactly for atoms with more than two electrons. Quantum emulation of such processes thus has an important role to play in elucidating the underlying physics, a role complementary to that of conventional ultrafast experiments. To give an idea of future possiblities, we suggest a few examples of this complementarity. The effects of nuclear motion can be cleanly separated from the ionization physics, and tunneling ionization studies in the presence of only s-wave contact interactions can serve as a direct test of approximate theories which make use of a zero-range core potential [20] . Measurement of stillbound excited states after a pulse may enable new probes of frustrated tunneling ionization [21] . The high temporal magnification and well-understood microscopic dynamics of the quantum emulator may provide valuable input into the long-running debate regarding tunneling times in field ionization experiments [22] [23] [24] , by measuring ionization yield and the momentum of unbound atoms as a function of time at sub-cycle timescales. Studies of strongfield atomic stabilization [25] are an intriguing possibility. Another experiment enabled by ultrafast quantum emulation is the study of nonperturbative multiphoton resonances in driven lattices. While barely accessible with modern pulsed lasers, such resonances can be studied cleanly and directly in strongly driven optical lattices [5] .
Other possible targets for quantum emulation of fewcycle pulsed fields include studies of polarization dependence and multifrequency fields, and the effects of defects or inhomogeneities. Polarization and multicolor excitation are straightforwardly implemented using two modulated optical or magnetic field gradients with variable relative phase, while defects and inhomogeneities can be introduced by additional optical potentials or atoms of different spins or species. Finally, interactions are a critical ingredient for a quantum emulator of ultrafast solid-state phenomena. Because several options exist for emulation of electronelectron interactions, an array of exciting experiments is feasible. Experiments with multiple spin states or multiple species are a natural possibility. One exciting goal is quantum emulation of the physics of recollision which underlies high-harmonic generation (HHG) in solids [26] . Although HHG itself depends upon the charged nature of the mobile constituents of matter, the recollision dynamics which result in HHG can be probed precisely by timeof-flight measurements of scattering halos (as in Ref. [27] ). Studying halo structure as a function of pulse parameters and time should enable recollision studies with stronglyinteracting isotopes. Long-range interactions are more difficult to realize than contact interactions, but not impossible. For example, transitions from the metastable triplet state of strontium can be used to engineer tunable long-range interactions via the exchange of mid-IR photons [28] . Quantum emulation of ultrafast laser-solid interactions in the presence of arbitrarily tunable longrange interactions would represent a truly new capability for science.
Calculated performance of ultrafast quantum emulators
To provide specific insight into the operation of cold atom quantum emulators of ultrafast phenomena, we have numerically modeled two simple non-interacting experiments by integration of the time-dependent Schrödinger equation. In these and all calculations presented in this paper, the time-evolution operator is computed by a finite-difference method with periodic boundary conditions using the midpoint Crank-Nicolson method. Appropriate time steps are chosen adaptively to control numerical error. For periodic drives, long-time numerical inte-gration is achieved by iterative application of the singleperiod time-evolution operator. We present the results here mainly in order to elucidate the relationship between ultrafast experiments and cold-atom experiments, and the relevance of the latter for performing quantum emulation of the former. A crucial point underlying the motivation for experiments of the type we discuss is that no ab-initio theoretical calculation is capable of fully modeling the long-time dynamics of an interacting many-body quantum system driven far from equilibrium. Because of this, a close dialogue between theory and experiment is necessary to advance our understanding of any complex quantum phenomenon (as has happened, for example, in recent years with experiments and theories probing the quantum critical point of the superfluid-Mott insulator phase transition). Thus, the interaction-free calculation results we present are intended as a starting point for fruitful theory-experiment dialogue rather than a complete model of an interacting physical system. We emphasize that cold-atom quantum emulation is a technique which can complement ultrafast experiments rather than replace them. For more calculations and discussion of expected performance of ultrafast quantum emulation experiments, see also refs. [4] and [5] .
The first experiment we analyze concerns the spectroscopic response of a bound system to a single ultrafast pulse. This can be realized by loading degenerate bosons into the ground state of a tight Gaussian-beam optical dipole trap and observing the response to positionmodulation of the trap. Along a direction x transverse to the trapping beam, the potentials in the Hamiltonian of Eq. 2 are then given by
where D is the optical trap depth, σ is its waist, and
Here A mod is the modulation amplitude and f mod = ω mod /2π is the frequency of the modulation. The resulting inertial forces play the role of an electric field in an ultrafast experiment. A more exact realization of an effective electric field could be accomplished without substantially increased experimental complexity by using an applied optical intensity gradient or magnetic field gradient to provide the time-varying force. This can be understood as a cold-atom model of an ultrafast resonance-enhanced multiphoton ionization spectrum like those presented in Ref. [19] . Near the Fourier-limited regime, the pulse duration affects the form and sharpness of the resulting spectra; this is demonstrated for femtosecond and picosecond excitation of pyrazine-H4 in the left panels of Fig. 2 (data are taken from Ref. [19] ). We have modeled a roughly equivalent cold-atom experiment by integrating the time-dependent Schrödinger equation in the time-varying potential of Eq. 3. For simplicity we have neglected interactions. The right panels of Fig. 2 show the dependence of unbound fraction (which corresponds to ionization yield) on pulse frequency for two different pulse lengths. The point here is not to make quantitative comparisons between a single atom trap and a pyrazine molecule, but to support the possibility of useful quantum emulation by showing that similar Hamiltonians give rise to similar dynamical phenomena.
The second experiment we have modeled is slightly more complex; it concerns the response of a bound system to a pair of ultrafast pulses separated by a variable delay time. This is realized in the cold atom context in exactly the same way as the first experiment, but with a different modulation protocol consisting of two separated identical pulses. Interference effects of varying the inter-pulse delay are clearly visible in the numerical results shown in Fig. 3 ; even in a non-interacting system, the features of such spectra are not always simple to understand. The two-pulse protocol could easily be extended to model phenomena involved in related ultrafast experiments such as those making use of the so-called RABBIT technique (reconstruction of attosecond beating by interference of twophoton transitions) [29, 30] . Further extensions involving varying polarization, multifrequency fields, partial-cycle pulses, and tunable interactions would be quite straightforward in the cold-atom context and would add substantially to the richness of the phenomena which could be investigated with this technique.
Phasonic spectroscopy
The previous section focused on quantum emulation of phenomena which occur when matter is illuminated by intense pulsed fields, and discussed the complementarity of conventional and emulator-based experiments. The extreme tunability of cold-atom experiments also enables the realization of extreme nonequilibrium phenomena that cannot be studied in any other experimental context. In this section we propose and discuss one such class of experiments: coherent phasonic spectroscopy of tunable quasicrystals.
Copyright line will be provided by the publisher Figure 3 Two-pulse ultrafast quantum emulation in an atom trap. Calculated unbound fraction (corresponding to ionization yield) after 2-pulse excitation is plotted versus pulse frequency f mod and inter-pulse delay. Note the interference effects in the dependence on pulse delay. Trapped species is 84 Sr, trap waist σ is 5 µm, depth D is 500 nK, and modulation amplitude A mod is 2 µm for both 20-cycle pulses.
Scientific motivation: quasicrystals and phasons
The formation, stability, excitation, and electronic structure of quasicrystals remain incompletely understood. Open questions include the effects of electron-phason coupling, the nature of electronic conductivity or diffusivity, the spectral statistics, the nature of strongly correlated magnetic states on a quasicrystalline lattice, topological properties of quasicrystals, and even the shape of the electronic wavefunctions [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] . Just as phonon modes arise from discretely broken real-space translation symmetry, phason modes arise from broken translation symmetry in the higher-dimensional space from which all quasiperiodic lattices are projected [40] [41] [42] . Phasons have important but incompletely understood effects on thermal and electronic transport in real quasicrystals [43] . Because they involve long-range rearrangement of atoms, phasons are typically not dynamical degrees of freedom in solidstate quasicrystals; they are generally pinned to disorder or present as strain. The influence of phasons is not understood in large part because of the experimental difficulty of disentangling the effects of domain walls, crystalline impurities, and disorder from those due to phason modes. This is of interest not only for fundamental reasons, but also because of potential technological applications of quasicrystals' anomalous electrical and thermal transport characteristics.
Coherent phason driving with trapped atoms
The exquisite controllability of cold atoms makes them a natural choice for direct experimental investigation of such questions. Quasiperiodic potentials that have been realized or proposed for cold atoms include bichromatic lattices, well explored in the context of disorder-induced localization [45, 46, e. g.], and the recently described generalized Fibonacci lattices [44] . These two quasiperiodic structures are in fact topologically equivalent [47] . The phason degree of freedom φ in Fibonacci lattices and bichromatic lattices is diagrammed in Fig. 4 . A key experimental point is that both types of lattice enable driving of phasonic degrees of freedom via phase modulation of lattice beams. This enables a simple procedure which is essentially impossible in a solid-state quasicrystal: measurement of the response of a quasicrystal to driving phasonic modes at variable frequency and amplitude. This would constitute a new form of lattice modulation spectroscopy, in which the modulation effectively occurs in the higher-dimensional space from which the quasiperiodic lattice is projected.
In the simplest such experiment, energy absorption from the phasonic drive could be measured via standard time-of-flight calorimetry. Better characterization of the effect of strong phason driving is possible with experiments that move beyond time-of-flight calorimetry and pursue measurements using Bragg spectroscopy and (in a deep lattice) doublon creation. This new kind of spectroscopy, impossible in other quasiperiodic systems, has the potential to allow clean and precise investigation of electron-phason coupling in quasicrystals.
Modeling phasonic spectra
Because phasonic spectroscopy is a fundamentally new tool, theoretical predictions for the results of such experiments are scarce. In general, one expects significant differences from conventional "phononic" excitation as well as significant nonlinearities, particularly in the Fibonacci lattice, as large-amplitude phasonic displacements rearrange the lattice structure of the quasicrystal. To demonstrate the potential of phasonic spectroscopy as a tool for investigating quasiperiodic quantum systems, we have calculated the response of a non-interacting cold-atom quasicrystal to phasonic and phononic excitation, again by integration of the time-dependent Schrödinger equation in a time-varying potential. The potential of a 1D bichromatic lattice can be written
where V L , k L , and φ L (V S , k S and φ S ) are the amplitude, wavevector, and phase of the long (short) lattice. Phasonic excitation of this lattice can be achieved for example by making only φ L time-dependent:
Here we refer to A phason and f phason as the amplitude and frequency of the phasonic drive; these are the y and x axes of the bottom panel of Fig. 5 . More conventional "phononic" driving can be achieved by translating the entire potential without changing the phase between the sublattices, for example by applying time-dependent phases as follows:
Here A phonon and f phonon are the amplitude and frequency of the phononic drive, and are the y and x axes of the top panel of Fig. 5 . The factor of k S /k L is used so that all amplitudes are in units of the longer lattice period. Fig. 5 shows the calculated mean energy in a bichromatic lattice with k S /k L = (1 + 5)/2 after both phononic excitation (following Eq. 7) and phasonic excitation (following Eq. 6). The phasonic and phononic spectra display numerous intriguing structures and are qualitatively different from one another. Since our purpose is mainly to introduce the new technique of phasonic spectroscopy we will not explore them in detail here, but we emphasize that this unexplored technique is ripe for further investigation, both experimental and theoretical.
In keeping with our focus on extreme non-equilibrium phenomena, we have focused here on fast (diabatic) modulation of the phasonic degree of freedom. It is worth noting that very slow phason modulation is also possible. The resulting dynamics are of interest in part because adiabatic phasonic driving is expected to lead to longrange topological pumping of edge states [44, 48] . Both the nature of mass transport at the crossover between the diabatic and adiabatic regimes and the role of (Feshbachtunable) interactions are further intriguing frontiers for experimental investigation of the proposed extreme nonequilibrium technique of phasonic spectroscopy in finitesize systems.
Floquet matter in driven lattices
As our final example of an extreme non-equilibrium phenomenon accessible with trapped atoms, we describe a path to realization of a new state of matter in a stronglydriven optical lattice. Such a realization would provide a clean, well-controlled experimental testbed for the study of Floquet states in driven many-body quantum systems, a topic of substantial current interest in a variety of contexts.
Scientific motivation: Floquet matter
A particularly exciting and rapidly-developing area of research in dynamical quantum systems is the study of nonequilibrium states of "active quantum matter" which arise only in the presence of strong driving [49] . Recent advances have demonstrated that the phase structure which is the hallmark of equilibrium quantum matter can be generalized into the non-equilibrium regime [50] . In the condensed-matter context, relevant recent experimental observations include non-equilibrium superconductivity in a BCS superconductor [51] , a transient ferromagnetic state in an antiferromagnetic oxide [52] , a metastable metallic phase in a thin-film dichalcogenide [53] , FloquetCopyright line will be provided by the publisher Bloch states on the surface of a topological insulator [54] , and possible optically-enhanced superconductivity in high-T c cuprates [55] . A unified theoretical framework for understanding such phenomena does not yet exist. In these and other experiments, the details of the particular solids and driving fields used are crucially important, and disorder, decoherence, competing orders, and other complexities are unavoidably present. Cold atom quantum emulation experiments are capable of cleanly focusing on only the most critical ingredients necessary for a many-body Floquet phase: a lattice, interactions, and strong driving [56, 57] . This makes cold atom quantum emulation complementary to solid-state experiments with pulsed lasers: it can open a new and uniquely clear window on complex emergent phenomena, and enable measurements which cannot be performed in any other way.
Kapitza optical lattice
We describe and discuss in this section a new state of matter which emerges in the presence of sign-changing amplitude modulation of a lattice. Experimental realization of such a state would allow exploration of one of the simplest non-equilibrium Floquet phases accessible with cold atoms or indeed with any experimental system: a "quantum Kapitza crystal."
Ultrafast strong-field experiments generally make use of an electric field whose amplitude and possibly direction are a rapidly-varying function of time. As argued in Section 2, the toolbox of ultracold atomic physics allows emulation of such varying fields. However, it also enables time-dependent tuning of parameters like effective charge, which cannot in general be varied in solidstate experiments. The nuclear charge which in solids is responsible for binding electrons to lattice sites appears in the cold atom context as an AC Stark shift due to an off-resonant optical trapping beam. Amplitude modulation of an optical lattice thus can be understood as an effective modulation of the nuclear charge in the solidstate analogy. Amplitude modulation is of course not a new capability; continuous and pulsed lattice modulation spectroscopy is a sufficiently standard technique that it is commonly used for calibration of optical lattice depths, and amplitude-modulated optical lattices have played a role in numerous pioneering experiments investigating, for example, quantum chaos [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] . Control of groundstate equilibrium phase transitions using driving has already been predicted and demonstrated in cold atom experiments [64, 65, e.g.] , and modulated Hamiltonians are being explored as one avenue to strong synthetic gauge fields [66, and many references therein].
The behavior of quantum lattice systems exposed to sign-changing amplitude modulation, however, is not well investigated theoretically or experimentally. Far from being a simple extension of existing experiments, modulation intensities greater than 100% actually open up a range of qualitatively new behavior. As we argue below, continuous sign-changing lattice modulation can stabilize the novel Kapitza state, which breaks translation symmetry in a fundamentally different way from any unmodulated phase. Experimentally, sign-changing modulation could for example be implemented by independent modulation of two orthogonally-polarized red-detuned lattices with a relative phase shift of π. Cold-atom experiments in this regime could elucidate the dynamical emergence of the Kapitza state, and may give rise to other unexpected phenomena with solid-state relevance [55] .
Intuitively, the existence of the Kapitza state can be understood as a result of the fact that Hamiltonian for a classical particle moving in a 1D amplitude-modulated sinusoidal lattice is closely related to the Hamiltonian for a classical rigid pendulum in a gravitational field with an oscillating support (sometimes called a Kapitza or "inverted" pendulum [67] ). As diagrammed in Fig. 6 , the angular coordinate of the pendulum corresponds to the spatial coordinate of the particle. Ignoring damping, the pendulum's classical equation of motion is
where ω 0 = g /l is the natural frequency, m is the mass of the pendulum bob, l is the length, g is the acceleration due to gravity, θ p is the angular displacement measured from the vertical down position, C is the amplitude of the vertical pivot modulation, and ω/2π is the drive frequency of the pivot. In the case of the amplitude-modulated lattice, the potential has the form
where k is the lattice wavevector, A is the depth of the static lattice (which corresponds to the gravitational potential energy of the pendulum), B is the strength of amplitude modulation of the time-varying part of the lattice, and ω is its frequency. With the substitution kx = θ l , this potential gives rise to the classical equation of motion
which is clearly of the same form as Eq. 8. Indeed, the classical equation of motion for both systems is a form of the Mathieu equation:
where δ is a reciprocal normalized modulation frequency and is a normalized modulation amplitude.
The similarity between the equations of motion of the pendulum and the lattice allows both intuitive and quantitative understanding of the novel dynamical phenomena in the lattice. At zero modulation amplitude, the rigid pendulum is of course stable in the downward-pointing configuration; this corresponds to the classical particle's stable location at the bottom of the time-averaged lattice potential. It is, however, well known that for certain values of the driving amplitude and frequency, the Kapitza pendulum exhibits stabilization in the upward-pointing direction [67] . This corresponds to localization of the particle at the maximum of the time-averaged lattice potential, and it only occurs for modulation amplitudes deeper than 100%.
Like the pendulum, the strongly-modulated lattice exhibits a rich classical stability diagram in which regions of stable amplitude-bounded motion (inverted, non-inverted, and bistable) are separated by regions of classically chaotic unbounded motion in which the particle absorbs energy from the driving field. The dashed lines in Fig. 7 represent the classical boundaries between stable and unstable regions of the modulated lattice: the noninverted state is stable below the dashed line in the left panel, and the inverted state is stable between the dashed lines in the right panel. Most intriguingly, a Kapitza crystal with half the original lattice constant (due to stable localization at both the maxima and minima of the timeaveraged potential) emerges in the overlap of the inverted and non-inverted stability regions.
Modeling the quantum Kapitza state
This treatment is so far entirely classical. As one might expect based on the correspondence principle, Kapitza stabilization is an extreme non-equilibrium phenomenon which can also occur in the quantum regime. This has recently been discussed in a different experimental context in Ref. [68] . To elucidate the quantum-mechanical version of Kapitza stabilization in an amplitude-modulated Copyright line will be provided by the publisher Figure 7 Regions of stability in a quantum Kapitza lattice, calculated by numerical TDSE integration. Left: Fidelity with which a non-inverted state is preserved, as a function of drive amplitude (in units of lattice depth) and drive frequency (in units of resonant frequency of the static lattice). Right: Fidelity with which an inverted state is preserved. In both panels, dashed lines indicate approximate boundaries of classical stability regions.
lattice, we have calculated the response of degenerate lattice-trapped bosons to deep amplitude modulation, of the form given in Eq. 9. The initial wavefunction was chosen to be localized near either the time-averaged energy minima ("non-inverted") or maxima ("inverted"). Using the numerical techniques described in section 2.3, the relevant Schrödinger equation was then integrated in the presence of strong amplitude modulation at a range of amplitudes and frequencies.
The overlap of the beginning and ending atom distribution was used as a qualitative proxy for the stability of the chosen initial state. The results, shown in Fig. 7 , support the classical intuition described above and indicate that the phenomenon of Kapitza localization persists in the quantum regime. The regions of high "fidelity" to the initial state indicate a higher degree of stability of that state. Dashed lines on the plots show the boundaries of classical non-inverted and inverted stability regions; there is reasonably good overlap between quantum and classical calculations for these lattice parameters. Note in particular the overlap of the stablest areas in both panels of the figure-in this part of the diagram, atoms are stable at both maxima and minima, resulting in a lattice constant reduced by a factor of 2 from the undriven case. Such a state would never be stable in the absence of driving; its observation would mark a milestone in the control of nonequilibrium states of quantum matter.
By smoothly changing the strength and frequency of the modulation, modulated-lattice experiments could move between regions where the atoms are stable at zero, one, or two locations in a single lattice period. Experiments on this new frontier could explore the nonequilibrium phase diagram experimentally, demonstrate stabilization of neutral atoms at potential energy maxima, create dynamical lattices with unprecedentedly close spacing of a quarter wavelength, and explore the effects of tunable interactions, dimensionality, dissipation, disorder, and tunneling on Kapitza localization.
Various measurement protocols are possible. The simplest concrete observable which can characterize Kapitza localization is energy absorption from the drive, measurable as a function of drive parameters via time-offlight calorimetry. Projection onto a static lattice and subsequent bandmapping could demonstrate "inverted" localization at potential maxima. Optical Bragg diffraction [69, 70] could provide a sensitive potential probe of periodic ordering in a Kapitza crystal.
In addition to advances in our understanding of nonequilibrium phases of matter, possible applications of research into this extreme non-equilibrium phenomenon include switchable localization of atoms, controlled wavepacket transport, and new tools for engineering nearestneighbor interactions in a quantum simulator. The effect of interactions on Floquet matter is of particular interest, is difficult to elucidate theoretically, and is potentially relevant to cutting-edge ultrafast solid-state experiments [55] . The addition of Feshbach-tuned interactions to the Kapitza lattice described above would enable an unprecedentedly well-controlled probe of interacting Floquet matter. Strongly-modulated lattices thus offer a particularly simple path to realizing and exploring this extreme non-equilibrium phenomenon.
Conclusion
We have discussed and presented initial calculations elucidating three new directions for experimentally exploring extreme non-equilibrium phenomena using ultracold trapped atoms: quantum emulation of ultrafast strongfield physics, coherent phasonic spectroscopy of tunable optical-lattice quasicrystals, and realization of a new state of matter in strongly-driven lattices. All three directions seek to probe what one might call the "non-equilibrium frontier" by making use of unique features of trapped atoms such as extreme tunability and ability to be placed arbitrarily far from thermal equilibrium. All three are capable of exploring regimes of parameter space that cannot be straightforwardly attained in solid-state experiments. Certainly other related directions of research in this area exist as well; we have focused on these three as an indication of the exciting open possibilities for cold-atom quantum emulation of extreme non-equilibrium phenomena.
